HOYT’S TENSION WEDGE ASSEMBLY

...A Faster, Stronger, Better Way to Install and Remove Wire Cloth!
Hoyt’s Tension Wedge Assembly reduces downtime and labor costs significantly. Screen replacement requires minutes to accomplish. A few more hammer blows and the new screen is tensioned securely. There are no nuts to loosen or lose...no threads to damage! The Hoyt assembly is particularly effective where bolt locations are hard-to-reach.

Bolts are available in two lengths: 4 ¾" and 6 5/16".

Hoyt’s tension wedge assembly is dependable and inexpensive. The wedge assures equalized tension and will not work loose under the most demanding applications. Additionally, downtime savings alone will more than pay for the small initial cost of the wedges after the first screen change. Replacement costs are minimal.

**Faster**
Hoyt’s Tension Wedge Assembly reduces downtime and labor costs significantly. Screen replacement requires minutes to accomplish. A few more hammer blows and the new screen is tensioned securely. There are no nuts to loosen or lose...no threads to damage! The Hoyt assembly is particularly effective where bolt locations are hard-to-reach.

**Stronger**
The bolt, spherical washer and wedge are forged steel to maintain structural uniformity and maximum strength. All five pieces of the assembly are cadmium plated for durability. The wedge is manufactured with no right or wrong side.

**Better**
HOYT WIRE CLOTH
Lumsden Corporation
P.O. Box 4647, Lancaster, PA 17604
Phone 717-394-6871  Fax 717-394-1640
www.hoytwirecloth.com

"The Shape of Things To Come!"